Accessories for Operating Tables
Operating Table Accessories

**10-301 ACCESSORY CLAMP**
For various supports.

**10-304 RADIAL CLAMP**
Rotatable for 20 mm post.
16/18 mm on request.

**10-306 RADIAL CLAMP LUXUS**
Rotatable for 20 mm post.
16/18 mm on request.

**10-308 UNI RADIAL CLAMP UNIVERSAL**
Rotatable for 20 mm post. For EU, US and UK accessory side rail. 16/18 mm on request.
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10-230 F  FLEXIBLE HEADSUPPORT
For ENT-plastic and eyesurgery.
Available with different fittings.

10-295  FOOT SUPPORT
With ball joint (L & R). (Clamp 10-304 not included)

10-310  ANESTHESIA FRAME
Hook on clamp for easy mounting included. Extension arms 10-315 optional.
Clamp for US and UK accessory siderail upon request.

10-315  EXTENSION ARM
For 10-310 Anesthesia Frame.
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Reison Medical can offer you the best accessories for your operating tables. Please visit www.reison.se for more info.

Operating Table Accessories

10-333  CIRCULAR HEAD CUSHION
For head fixation.

10-359  ANGULAR ACCESSORY RAIL, ROTATABLE
Clamp included. Clamp for US and UK accessory rail upon request.

10-350  SHOULDER SUPPORTS
Sold in pairs (2 pcs 10-301 not included).

10-353  KNEE ARTHROSCOPY HOLDER
Cushions included (clamp 10-304 not included).

10-365  LATERAL SUPPORT — WIDE
Clamp 10-301 not included.

10-366  ELBOW SUPPORT
To be mounted left or right on the side rail. Clamp for US and UK siderail upon request.

For more information, please visit www.reison.se.
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10-360 LATERAL SUPPORT, NARROW
Rotatable. (clamp 10-301 not included).

10-400 INFUSION STAND — ROTATABLE CLAMP
Clamp for US and UK accessory rail upon request.

10-401 INFUSION STAND — UPRIGHT
Clamp for US and UK accessory rail upon request.

10-368 SUPPORTING CUSHION
Vertical (clamp 10-301 not included).

10-369 SUPPORTING CUSHION
Horizontal (clamp 10-301 not included).
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10-372  LEG STRAP
Including clamps.

10-370  WRISTLET WITH STRAP
/pcs.

10-455  TRANSPORT HANDLES
Sold in pairs.

10-465  LEG AND BODY STRAP
Velcro 2100 × 85 mm.

10-466  LEG STRAP
Two piece strap with velcro. Width 85 mm.

10-467  LEG STRAP
For split leg section. Velcro. L = 1100 × 85 mm.
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10-380 ARMBOARD WITH CLAMP
Our popular armboard with “one hand” balljoint release. Clamp with “hook on function”. Clamp for US and UK accessory rail upon request. (cushion not included).

10-380 K ARMBOARD SHORT VERSION

10-381 FLAT CUSHION
Injection molded for 10-380, 10-385, 10-387.

10-382 CURVED CUSHION
Injection molded for 10-380, 10-385 and 10-387.

10-382 H COMFORT CUSHION FOR ARMBOARD
Concave cushion in “medisoft” material for 10-380, 10-385 and 10-387.

10-382 K COMFORT CUSHION FOR ARMBOARD, SHORT
Concave cushion in “medisoft” material for 10-387 K.
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**10-383 STRAP**
For 10-380 and 387. Velcro fastening.

**10-385 ARMBOARD X-RAY TRANSPARENT**

**10-387 ARMBOARD**
With “one hand” balljoint release with a rotatable clamp function (ex. for “beach chair” position). Clamp for US and UK accessory side rail on request.

**10-389 ARM & HANDSURGERY TABLE**
With twin clamps (hook on), detachable supporting leg included (left or right mounting). Clamps for US & UK accessory rail upon request.

**10-410 SUPPORTING FRAME**
Clamp included.

**10-464 LEG & BODY STRAP, WIDE**
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10-448 THIGH HOLDERS
Sold in pairs. (Clamp 10-301 not included.)

10-449 LEG HOLDERS XL
For bariatric surgery. Medisoft filling for high comfort.
Sold in pairs. (Clamps 10-304 not included).

10-450 LEG HOLDERS WITH BALL JOINT
Integral foam cushions/pair 20 mm post diameter. (18 mm optional).
(Clamps 10-304 not included).

10-452 PADDED STRAP
For 10-450, velcro fastening.
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10-491 EXTENSION RAIL

10-390 K MATTRESS
With velcro fixation.

10018 CLAMP FOR ARMBOARD
Without spacer.

10019 CLAMP FOR ARMBOARD STD

Reison Medical can offer you the best accessories for your operating tables. Please visit www.reison.se for more info.
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10-311 ANESTHESIA FRAME, FLEX
   Clamps included

10-531 SAFETY SIDE RAILS
   Foldable. Sold in pairs.
   Option: Cover, pair, 10-531-H

10-468 STRAP FOR SPLIT LEG SECTION, PAIR
   Adjustable

10-480 KIDNEY ELEVATOR
   Adjustable width 490-550 mm

10-456 TRANSPORT HANDLES, PAIR
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10-313  ANESTHESIA FRAME, CARBON FIBER
Light weight anesthesia frame in carbon fiber material.

10-396  ARM & HAND SURGERY TABLE
In carbon fiber and fully radiotranslucent. Integrated double clamp for easy mounting and handling. Weight 2 kg.